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crillection of things and having to iigure out how each

tc' bi. the way it is. In addition to learning ahoul. say, the chemical and

p~ys;cill chartsteristic of the objects. resolving this issue would lead you to

ask a h ~ i itheir
~ t history. Are they related to one aimher? If so. are they equally
reli3ti:i[.,rare ,someitems :-elated lrlore closely and some more distantly? These
itre ,li,t easy ipestioiis to answer, hut they are ones with which natural and
sociiil hcicnfistswrestle on a regular basis. They also at-e central to the chapters
Interrsc iii ge~icalogical,or "phylogmetic." relationships has a long tradition in thc ii&luralsciences. Although efforts at explaining the natural world in
phj,l<rgenetict e r m can be traced to at least 350 B.C. and Aristotle's Ifi.srorio
.hiri?diiin~most of the major steps il? developing s means of describing hioli~gicalorgiriisms in a way that reflects their affinities 11avcoccuired in the last
3iX) years. One of these was the publication in 1735 of Carolus Linnaeus's
Stsitwr~iAr~~1rtrue.
Linnaeus populu1-ired what h;is Recon~eone of the core
iili.;ts o f hiologicai phylogenetics. namely that species can he grouped into a
Iiicwsliy of progressively more inclusive taxa. Furthihc~progress in building a
robkist sct of methods for delineating phylo~elleticrelationships among or~!ailibiiiic;imz iii 1859 with the puhlicatim of Charles Darwin's On the ihigin
( I / .S[u'(.ii"l. .Mthough it was not immediately recognized. Darwin's theory dincnd hidogists interested in relatedness to limit their descriptions to one
fwni of similarity --the kind that rcsiilts from heredity. Traits that two or more
t;wa s l i m hecause they inherited them from a common ancestor are cenned
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A robust numerical tnethod that made use of this ponion of Darwin's theory
emerged in the twentieth centuly at the hands of Walter Zinimernian (1931)
and especially Willi Hennig (1950. 1966). The key component of this method.
ternled "phylogenetic systematics," or more commonly "cladistics," is its f<>cus on a subset of homologous t~aits.namely those that are considered to he
"derived" rather than "ancestral." Derived tralts arc character states exhibited
Fieore 1.1
Ph>logenetic Imra Showing the Evolution of Six Taka (after O'Brien et al. 2(Hlll
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by a set of sister taxa and their immediate ancestor hut no other taxon (figure
1.1). 'The final prr~ductsof cladistic analyses are treelike structures c;illed
"phylogenetic trees," or "cladograrns."! that depict relationships ;i~nongtaxa.
lo F+pe 1 .l(a) featllcrs appear during the evolution of Taxm 2 out of its
ancestral tdxon. l'hc state seath here^ is termed an "apomorphy." In (b) Tason
2 ha\ produced two tax& 3 and 4. both of which contain feathered specimens.
The appearance of feathers in those sister taxa and in their common ancestor
(Bl rnakcs it a "shared derived" character state, technically termed a
'.synaponio~phy." In (cl rtnc of the t;ixa that appeared in the previous gmeration (Pdxon 4 ) g h e s rise to two new taxa. 5 and 6, hoth of which contaiti
feathered specimens. if we focus attention only on these two new taxa, "fcathe&' is now an "ancestral" character state. technically termed a "plesit~mophy"
hdred ancestral chardcter states are termed "symplesion~orphie\"). Nute that
t is shared hy more taho than just sister lass 5 and 6 and their immediate
common ancestor. But it' we include Taxon 3 in our focus, having feathers is a
synapon~otph!, hccausc. fdlowing the definition, it occurs only in sister taxa
nd in their imnlcdiate c t ~ m o ~ oancest<>r.
n
The principles that drive phylogenetic methods are not restricted to the
dy of biological entities. Indeed. phylogenetic ntethods are simply a l p
mb for building phylogellies once description of taxa are made. The in]ortant point is that phyli>genetic methods call be used to relate any set of
titres that change in nonraridom Fashion over time, regardless itf the mechaI11 reccnt years, 3 growing number 01 wcial scientists have &gun to use
phylogenetic methods. especially cladistics, to address questions of cultural
cvolution. Thr datasets used in these studies come from a wide range of locations, including thc Pacific te&
. !,. Gray and Jordan 2oW: Hurles et al. 2003:
ktr,rdan 1991); Kirch and Green 1992. 2001), Africa (e.8.. Fvley 1987: Holdzo
2002; Holden ;ind hlrice 1'197. 1999: Mace and Pagel 1994). Europe (e.g..
('ollard and Shennan, 2000: Gray and Atkinson 2003: Kenfreu: and Boyle
2000). Asia ie.g.. Tehrani and Collard 2002), and Nonh America (e.g.. Lipo
XX!i: Lipo et :ti. 1YY7; O'Bricn and Lynian 2003a; O'Bricn et al. 2001. 20021.
The suhjcct matter is rin~ilarlydiverse. 'The growing literature on thc use of
iylo&!enetic
methods in studies of material culture includes applications to
ne tools (Fole) 1987: Folcy and Lahl- 1997. 200'3: O'Rrien and Lyman
103a. 2003h: O'Brien et al. 2001. 2002; Robsun Brown 1995. 1996). baskets
I , . . Jordan and Shennari 2003). pottery (e.p.. Collard and Sherman 20001.
t\ te.g.. Tehrani and Cilllard 2002). written texts (c.g.. Spencer el al.
1 and even cntirr industries (e.g.. Anderson Z(NI3i. The use of phylopemethod is alsrr 5eeilrg a gmwing usage i n sociocultural anthmpolog>
B~gerhoff'Muldci- 200l; Horgcrhoff Mulder el al. 2001: Holdcn and
1907. 1090: Jones 2003: Mace atid Pagel 1904: Sell~.nand Mace 1007).
ui\ticc te.p., Gra! and Atkitl\i~tiLOt)i: (;ray and Jordan 2x10:
%

r IOW: Platnick and Camen~n1977: Rexova et al. 2003).
studies (r.g., Hurles et al. 2003).
ic methods that have been developed primarily in
tology creates a set of theoretical, methodological, and
. wges as we attempt to apply the methods anthn~pologically.
I standpoint, do the methods accomplish what we want them
m iln cprstemological standpoint, are they appropriate methods to use?
.\rid ;it the most fundainental lcvel, are the products something that we as
,~rilhn)pologistsneed? Put simply, should we even care about phylogeny'?

Phylogeny and Cultural Evolutionary Research
Let us i-eturn to the example we used in the opening paragraph: we have a
collection of things and are interested in figuring out how each got to be the
way it is. This is a phylogenetic problem. For the sake of argument, let us say
that the things in the collection are artifacts recovered from an archaeological
qite. One means of crcating a sequence is to e r m i n e 'mifact form. Analysis of
form has long been used as a means of studying cultural continuity. the assumption being that artifact similarity often is a function of common ancestty
i0'Brien and Lyman 1999). As Albert Spaulding (1955: 14) argued, variation
in material culture "can be related to the proposition that cultural change is
systen~lrticrather than capricious and to the auxiliary proposition that an
important basis for the systematic behavior of culture is its continuous tmnsmission through the agency of person to person contact." Artifact variation,
when described appropriately, can he explained as a function of descent with
modification. Archaeologists such as A.V. Kidder ( 1932) and James Ford (1936)
knew this, and it formed the basis of the approach that came to be known as
culture history (Lyman et ai. 1997).
The culture histwy approach to arahropology is broadly compatible with
the hiological model thiir views heritable change as descent with modification. Archnteologists have heen modeling change in artifact fonn in this way
since the birth of the discipline (e.g., Evans 1850; Petrie 1809). One example
is E. 8.Sayles's (1937) diagram (figme I.?) showing the evolution of manos
and metates from Snaketown, Arizona. In this figure, Sayles nlakcs the claim
that mano and rnetate forms have a single ;mcesttrr and diversify over time.
This is descent with modification.
Another example is James Rennyhoff's ( 1994) map of the relations of Centrd Valley. California, projectile points, heads, and amulets (figures 1.3 and
1.4). Rennyhoff detailed change in these artifact classes through time and
linked cases where he believe~ldivergence occurred among artifacts (as with
the mulets m d beads) as well as convergence (as with the projectile points).
These time-space cham are an enrbedded feature of archaeology and provide
a framework f(7r studying culture change. And for good reason: whenever our
goals include explaining change through time, it is necessary to build models

i-elateiiness. These models isolate characters suspected to he the result of
i~ihcritanceas they vary through time and across space.
Accurately determining the degree to which the sharing of traits is a funciitw of historical relatedness is vital in building cvolutionaiy expla~ations.In
irrder to explain the distribution of cultural traits across populations we must
hc able to identify those twits thut x e present as a result of historical contingency (..homologies") versus those that are a product of processes other than
descent (..homoplasies"). Consider a case of explaining why projectile points
Sound distributed in densely wooded upland envirtrnments ace different fmm
$limefound along oak-savannah valley bottoms.We might find, for example,
tliat some of the points in the uplands are slightly smaller thm contemp(>rmeous ones in the lowlands. A chi-square test might demonstrate statistical significance in the pattern, and we might therefore be tempted to explai?~the
differences as a function of the different environmnents. Such an explanatim is
pk~usiblehut potentially wrong. It is possible that the lowland ;mnd highland
zn,ups muy have inherited their
regarding projectile-point length
irnm different conlmon ancestors. lithis were the ctlsr. it would be inappropriate to treat the groups as independent data points in a statistical analysis
~ H x v e yand Pagel 1991). Keconstmctin!g phylogeny is therefore a vital pre-
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Figure 1.3
Hi\tovical E\olutinn of Head5 and Amulet7 i s the < entral \.aIk?. California (after Henn>hoff 1994)

Figure 1.4
Historical Eroltrtion of Prqjectile Points in the Central Valley, California (afier RennyhoR 1994)
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requisite when testing hypotheses about the role of environments in structuring variability in cultural behavior. As the zoologist Paul Harvey (1996: 257)
has noted. "if we want to understand why different traits are more commonly
represenled in one community than another we shall frequently find phylogenetic information useful. It can only help, and it will produce statistically
appropriate degrees of freedom."
Culture-historical time-space charts are definitely the son of product we
need. However, the means of generating them must he vastly improved. W
must he able to build maps of relatedness in ways that are theoretically justified, reproducible. and quantitatively definsihle. The majority of culturehistorical depictions of patterns of descent are little more than intuitive claims
ahout relationships hased on experience and authority. Although these m;tps
do a reasonable job of determining luge-scale differences (for example, distinguishing between early and late manifestations), they are incapable of resolving small-scale differences. At hest, they are nominal-level representations
of relatedness. H m is a significant reason for us to care about phylogenetics:
phylogenetic methods such as cladistics offer us a means of systematically
deriving theoretically justifiable maps of relatedness using explicit algorithms
in a way that is repeatable. These methods are integral to all forms of evolutionary explanations, whether biological or cultural, since the central tenet of
evolution. descent with modification, requires us to uack related entities as
they change through rime and across space. Without showing relatedness.
explanations of change are simply chronological, not evolutionary, statements.
Thub. phylogenetic methods are central to our quest for explai~iingthe natural
world.
Issues in Cultural Phylagenetics
Given the requirements of evolutionary studies, regardless of u'hether the
subject matter is language, artifacts. or social institutions, we see phylogenetics
as an imponant component. Critics, however, have not only raised a number of
issues with respect to the appropriateness of various methods for unraveling
cultural phylogenies but have also questioned whether ct~lturalphylogenies
can even be understood. regardless of the method used. if the criticisms are
valid, they not only limit the applicability and effectiveness of various phylogeneric methods, they call intt) question the entire ptiylogenetic enterprise.
We summarize some of these issues below. leaving it to various chapter authors to address them in more dewil.

Swne researchers a g u e that phylogenetic methods a>-einappropriate for
ctudyinp cultural evolotion hecausc they rest on a false analogy. This argument is not neu (c.g.. llreu 1946). I t holds that cultural transmission is not
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analogous to genetic transmission-that unlike with genes. culture is not a
transmission system in which physically identifiable entities are passed from
person to person st~ucturallyintact (Atran 2001: Aunger 2000: Sperher 1996).
As such, we cannot directly apply biological methods to cultural data. In an
intuitive sense this argument appears defensible. Obviously the "things" that
pass between people in a cultural-transmission system are not sharply defined
objects. Howevcr, simply because we cannot see the transmitted "things" does
not mean that we cannot see their effects.
Sometimes cultural uansmission is said to take place via gene-like units
called "memes" (Dawkins 1976). Although the concept of nmnc enablec
us to cunceptualize a unit for measuring cultural transmission. we agree
with Lake (1996) that much of the memetics literature creates confusion
by conflating the physical expression with the content heing transmitted
(e,.g., Blackmore 1999; Gabora 1996). The example of an image or string of
words, copied and passed around while retaining its essential identity. is commonly used as a memetic example of cultural transmission. This image is
inappropriate.
If physical expression is nu pan [of the prwess of cultural transmission,
then what does transmission cotlsist or! What is p a s & on'? In 8 word, information is passcd on. Clcarly, we are not the first to say this (e.g., Cloak 1973.
1975; Ihwkins 1976). But in order to address the criticism that cultural evolution is at hest analogous to genetic evolution (and then only vaguely so), we
have to he clcar that transmission is about the passage of information hetween
individuals at whatever scale and using whatever physical m a n s is available
(chemical, molecular, sound, or light). Thus. there cannot be a single, physical
entity in any system of infonnation transmission. There are no "strings of
words."
It is imponant to recognix that the lack of a single physical entity ib true
even in the case of genctic transmission, where there are numerous phyaical
entities--DNA. transfer KNA. and many proteins-that c8and pass on information. As we have delved deeper into the mechanisms of genetic transmission, we have learned that DNA does not play an exclusive role in
transmitting infonnation between iodividuals. Similarly, in cultural transmission there are also a number of physical n~echanismsthat result in t11e transmission of information.
Even though wc might sot all agree on the mechanism or even on whar is
transmitted between individuals, we should bc in gerleral ageenlent that some
infor~nationis passed on. Thus, the distinction between genetic transmission
and cultural transmission is artificial. Both penes and culture are transmission
systemh. They differ mechanistically and also in tenns of their dynamics. hut
structure. They differ as well in
this is i r r e h ant to their information-thi-~~rctic
the d c ~ r e eof average fidelirv of ti-ansmission. but this is a quantitative, not a

' h i s hits important implications for the "analogy" argunte~~t
and for the
potential llse of phylogenetic methods it1 the study of cultural inhcritance.
(!sing this model of transmission. we can see that the goal of phylogenetics is
\imply to build maps that allow us to track information across space and
through tirne, regardless of the physical means by which this information is
transmitted. All the methods require is that information he transmitted, by
whatever rneans (O'Brien and Lyman 2003a). Thus the "analogy" argument
that seek5 to divide cultural fronr biological ftln~rsof evolution is spurious.

Anthropoiogrsts have lung been aware that care nnlust be exercised in studying relntedness so as not to confuse similarity that results from shared ancestry
11-omsin~ilaritythat is a product of technological amstraints, development, or
from a ctmlnon solution to an er~vironmentalcondition (Cronk 1999). This
tneai~sthat as we try to explain the distribution of ciiltural material we must be
able to distinguish homologous similarity liom all other kinds of similarity
(homoplasies). Biologists currently recognize several forms of homoplasy
(Collard and Wood 2001; Liebenim et al. 1996; Lockwood and Fleagle 1999;
Sanderson and Hufford 1096). Analogoos and convergent homoplasies ilre
caused by adirptation UI similar environments (Simpson 1953). Analogies and
convergences M f e r in that natural selection operates un different developmental pmccsses in the fi~rtncr,hut on the same developmental processes in
the latter (Lieberman et al. 19%). Parallel hornoplasies result from aspects of
ontrjgeny t i e , developnreot) that limit phenotypic diversity, but which have
no necessary connection with the demmds of the environment (Wake 1991). A
ti~urthtype of homopl~isyis reversal. i n which. for example, a trait increases
and then decreases (Simpson 1953). Most cases of reversal are probably due to
n:aural selection, hut the authors of a recent assessment of silenced-gene re:tctivation have suggested that reversal mdy also he neutral with regard to adaptation (Marshall et al. 1994). The last fnrm of homoplasy that biologists
recognize is homoiology. Hornoirtlogies result from phenotypic sin~ilaritiesin
the way that dillkrent genotypes interact with the cnvin~ntnent(Lieberman ct
:>I. 1096).
Some of these forms of hon~oplasypwhably do not need to be considered
when dealing with artifacts and cultural pr;rtices, but others clearly do. Potonrial examples of the cultural equivalent of p;rrallelism can be readily identit k d . For instance, painted designs will r m l y he found on the interior of
narrow-necked jars because of the mechanical constraint caused by neck restriction and physical inability to apply designs (Krause 1978). Evidence f<,r
convergence in cultural behavior is even more plentiful. F'or example, once
considered to be strong indications of relatedness, things like pyramid construction and paramount chiefdoms have proven to be the result of convcr-

I.ikewise. populatioos have repeatedly found baked clay to he a h i g f ~ i ~ ,
solotion to the cre;~tionof watertight and lire-resistant vessels. '1 8,.
In triangula~-sshape of pn!jectile points h u n d worldwide represents .XI?
xcellent case of convergence. The physics of !light and impact strong:,
common solution to prey disablement. 'Ihus projectile points used ',
~ w from
s
prehistoric Afghanistan look remarkably like those from La:<
11storic eastern North American contexts. This similarity is once a ~ a i olei
,duct of common descent but of evolution "tinding" the best confignr:t
lix stone projectile points launched from bows (see chapter 7 for audi
rid discussion). Even h n n s of decoration can be highly convergent, 'L
ers. Evans. and Estrada found in their comparison of Jomon and Ecua
ceramics (Meggers et &I. 1965).
In culture ;IS in biology, it appears that there rnay be a surprisingly small
i d sol~~tions
tn many problems that would initially appear to have many de
rrccs o f freedom. I'llis means that as we try to explain the distribution k i
uiltural material, we may find that much of what we think is homo log or^
G~niluritymay turn out to be cases of :malogous or convergent similarrb
c'ulture historians were sensitive to this issue and sought to rninirniLe ti?.
131ance of using homnplastic similarity hy evaluating the complexity ot
trait, the presence o f a probable ancestral trait in the same geographic area. ti:
quantity of other shared traits, and the geographic proximity of the lixalitii(Stcward 1929; see 0'Hrien and Lyman 2oWta). Each ~ A e r i o nwas thougi.t
help mrnimize the likelihood that a trait independently appeared mukip.
times and i n multiple pl;rces. Concern over confusing homologous and hc
~rwplasticv:~riahilityis one reason why the use of adaptively neutral variarl.
may produce more robust measures of inheritance than studies that make i,
<,f functional traits (Dunnell 1978; Lipo and Madsen 2000). Because they i :
knot affect inclusive fitness, such variants are likely to reflect patterns of inhc.
ivmce rather than adaptation to similar environmental conditions. Howew
e\cn these procedures provide no guarantees. Each case must be evalriated i l k
the possibility of horiloplusy.
Irl

L<.

Efforts to identify homologies in cultural materials are further complicsi,,
hy the need to take into accoont a form of homoplasy not mentioned in
preceding section, n m e l y homoplasy that results from "horizontal trtmsnw
\ion," the transmission of infnrmation between contemporaneous entiti(
Critics argue that infor~l~ation
about relatedness will he drowried out by n o
as a result of hol-rowing and recent interaction. thus limiting the application t
certain phylogenctic methods to cultural phenomena. Cet-tainly, given ti
common perception tllat culturd transmission is reticulate as oppt,sed to evc
hraoching. it is reasunirble to argue that any rnethitd needs to he examined 31.

Foundation for the kolume

trrtn~ducriorito ck~distics.we suggest Kroi~ksand %~IcL.cnn.dn's(1991) Phvioe
mr: 1koIi1i:ic irriiiK<'hur~forand Kitching et al:s (1948) C%rdi.sric~s:The 7 % c , o n
~md!'tudicc , ? f f ' ~ ; ~ s i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nWiley
j , ~ l ~etzdu' ls~(1991
~ , ~ ij .primer
~.
T ~ (.iimj)/mr
P
( /iiii;.st: .l
I'rirnei- of t'iyii~,q~~~zi~ii~.
Proodur<:s provides a good review of the
basic principles and terms necessary 1111-understanding cladis6c methods. In
~iddition.O'Brien and 1-yman'c (2003) (,'/ui/i,stil-r in /lri%uro/o,p pmvidcs an
intnxluction to the constructiirn of phylogenier in the context of archaeologii t 1 1 materials. Wc also need to make it clear that phylogcnetic methods include
e
tniw than cl;~distics.Several authors discuss related methods i n c l ~ ~ dinarerial
compositional analysss and striation.
Sccund, although cladistics makes usc ill' assuniption ahout branching to
huilil maps of relatedness, and the final product of cladistics is a tree, the
production of trces is not the central goal of this research. Instcdd, the research
shares a simple commitment to determining evolutionary rel;~tionships.Trees
a n nothing more than hypothew about relatedness that. once created, must
subsequently he evaluated with external inh~rmation.Hypotheses other than
hianching c:ln potentially explain the generation of patterns r ~ similarity,
f
regardless of how it is mcasured. t\s Terrd1 (1088, 2001) and others have
pointcil out, geographical pmximity and tempomi differences are alternative
hypotheses that can a~:count for descriptions of material cultt~re,linguistics,
a ~ genetics.
~ d
Determining thc '~hcst"hypothesis is an empirical issue.
Third, there ;ire numcnlus technical tcrnis involved with phylogenetic methtrds. T'hesc terirls are unavi~id;ible,given that we must cardully specify the
I\inds ol' things hcing described and the mmner in which they are described.
Altl~ough technical terms such as "homoplasy," "synapomorphy,"
'.phy logenesis," and "cliidc" are necessary for reasons of clarity and precision,
the chaptcr~have hwn written to make their presentations as clear and as
jargon free as possible.

Notes
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